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Floor Care 
Kits 

Instructions 
Manual

Products
Designed for Humans

To see the full Cedar Creek product line, and for more exciting 
solutions to your everyday cleaning challenges, visit our website at 

www.CedarCreekCommercial.com



Cedar Creek Introduction
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The Cedar Creek team 
has spent hours mopping 
�oors and understands 
�rst -hand how tough the 
job can be. 

Our team of industrial 
designers and engineers, 
with over 65 years of 
combined experience in 
the commercial and 
household cleaning 
industries, have custom 
designed all our 
micro�ber products to 
make your job just a little 
bit easier . 

www.CedarCreekCommercial.com



How to Damp Mop with Figure 8 Motion
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ITEMS Damp Mopping with Cedar Creek
Mop like a PRO using the Figure 8 method… walking 
backwards and PULLING the mop across the floor!

1. Wet mop pad using either your favorite cleaning 
solution or just water. Note that if you have hard water, 
it may leave a haze on your floor just like the hard 
water leaves a haze on your shower door. If you have 
hard water, we recommend either using filtered water 
or a mild cleaning solution. 

2. You can use a spray bottle to directly wet the floor or to 
spray onto the mop pad. If wetting in a bucket or in a 
sink, gently wring the mop by squeezing and twisting 
until water is not pouring out of the mop

3. Place mop pad on the floor and place Rocker Frame, 
centered, on back of mop and attach

4. Start mopping in the far corner of the room, you will 
want to work your way toward a doorway

5. Mop moving backwards using a smooth figure 8 
motion PULLING the mop across the floor. Use the ball 
grip of the Ergonomic handle to easily turn the mop 
while you walk backwards. The Rocker Frame will be 
rocked back toward you, making the mop easily glide 
across the floor. Do not “push & pull” mop like you are 
swabbing the deck on a pirate ship, this may make the 
frame flip over

6. As the mop becomes dry, either spray more cleaning 
solution on the floor or remove the mop pad and 
repeat steps 2 and 3

7. If you come to a tough spot on the floor such as a scuff 
mark or dried food, apply a small amount of cleaning 
solution on the spot and then PUSH the mop forward 
in a scrubbing motion which will rock the Rocker frame 
forward increasing your scrubbing force 65%!  

8. When finished cleaning a room, or when a mop pad is 
loaded with soil, remove and replace with a new mop 
and repeat the process
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Tips
For rough floors or 
floors with grout 
lines, use the Dust & 
Mop Pad



How to Dust Mop a Room
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ITEMS Dust Mopping with Cedar Creek
You should dust mop more daily. This will decrease the 
amount of time you will need to damp mop and will 
extend the life of your floor by removing sand and dirt 
that causes scratches and damage.

1. Remove large debris from floor, clean up any wet spots 
or spills, then connect the handle to the 16” or 22” 
Rocker Frame.

2. Attach a clean Dust & Mop pad to the frame by placing 
it on the floor with the white loop material back side 
facing upward.

3. Start mopping in the far corner of the room, you will 
want to work your way toward a doorway

4. Mop moving backwards using a smooth figure 8 
motion PULLING the mop across the floor. Use the ball 
grip of the Ergonomic handle to easily turn the mop 
while you walk backwards. The Rocker Frame will be 
rocked back toward you, making the mop easily glide 
across the floor. Do not “push & pull” mop like you are 
swabbing the deck on a pirate ship, this may make the 
frame flip over

5. When the dust mop becomes overloaded with dust and 
debris, you can refresh it by vacuuming away the 
accumulated material, or wiping with a damp Cedar 
Creek Microfiber Cloth.

6. To remove the mop from the frame for laundering, 
grasp the mop by the fabric loop and peel away.
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Tips
Vacuum dust mop 
after using to refresh 
and extend time 
between launderings



How to Dust Mop a Large Area or Hall
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ITEMS Dust Mopping with Cedar Creek
You should dust mop more daily. This will decrease the 
amount of time you will need to damp mop and will 
extend the life of your floor by removing sand and dirt 
that causes scratches and damage.

1. Remove large debris from floor, clean up any wet spots 
or spills, then connect the handle to the 22” or 36” 
Rocker Frame.

2. Attach a clean Dust & Mop pad to the frame by placing 
it on the floor with the white loop material back side 
facing upward.

3. Place the Rocker frame onto the pad

4. Beginning at the end of the hallway or corner of the 
large room, dust mop the floor by pushing the mop 
forward along the side of the wall.

5. Work your way across the floor in straight lines pushing 
forward with overlapping mop paths.

6. When the dust mop becomes overloaded with dust and 
debris, you can refresh it by vacuuming away the 
accumulated material, or wiping with a damp Cedar 
Creek Microfiber Cloth.

7. To remove the mop from the frame for laundering, 
grasp the mop by the fabric loop and peel away.

Tips
Select a mop size 
that will complete 
the task with the 
smallest number of 
passes.



Average home uses over 200 disposable floor 
wipers per year, over $60 annually…               
Stop filling the landfills and wasting money, wash 
and re-use Cedar Creek microfiber instead!

Laundering Instructions for Cedar 
Creek Microfiber
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Wash and Reuse Hundreds of Times!

Cedar Creek microfiber is designed to not only clean 
better than anything else out there, but to also be fully 
launder-able. No more throwing away paper towels or 
expensive floor wipers which just fill up your landfill! Go 
green, go with Cedar Creek!

WASHING
You can wash your Cedar Creek microfiber with either hot 
or cold water, but if your microfiber is especially dirty, we 
recommend hot water.  

Also, microfiber does not like to be washed with other 
fabrics, especially terry cloth towels or flannels… the 
microfiber sticks to these items and gets filled with lint. 
For best results, run a separate load for just microfiber 
prodcts.

Cedar Creek microfiber is BLEACH SAFE, so if you want to 
guarantee that you are disingfecting your microfiber, feel 
free to use chlorine bleach when washing. It is also safe to 
use a small amount of fabric softner if you want 
especially soft microfiber cloths.

Use ½ the detergent recommended for your normal load 
of laundry, Cedar Creek microfiber requires less detergent 
to clean, again saving you money!

DRYING
Remember, microfiber is a SYNTHETIC FABRIC, it is made 
of nylon and polyester, so don’t dry it on high heat like 
your cotton socks.... It could melt just like that classic 
green leisure suit you dried on high heat. Set the dryer on 
low heat when drying microfiber.

After drying, be sure to neatly fold and proudly display 
your clean Cedar Creek microfiber in a prominent 
location in your home!
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More Cedar Creek Cleaning Products 
Available on Amazon.com
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The damp mop is not the standard blue, 
edgeless mop with only 50% microfiber 
content that is commonly available. Instead, 
the Cedar Creek Microfiber Damp Mop is a 
premium mop with 80% split microfiber 
content that is engineered to be bleach 
safe, not shrink excessively, and stand up to 
the rigors of every day use. 

The Dust & Mop is a true multi-purpose 
mop that excels at dust pick up, especially 
when used with the Rocker Frame.
It raises the leading edge of the mop, 
allowing debris and dust to roll under the 
mop and into the long microfiber loops. 



More Cedar Creek Cleaning Products 
Available on Amazon.com
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It only takes one touch to know that 
Cedar Creek Premium Microfiber 
Cloths are the very best. 
These ultra-plush, super soft cloths
are Cedar Creek’s highest quality, 
longest-lasting microfiber cleaning 
cloths designed and engineered to 
withstand 500 launderings, even when 
washed with bleach. 



Microfiber Glass Cleaning Cloth
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Designed specifically to clean delicate 
surfaces such as glass, mirrors and 
electronics, these Cedar Creek cloths 
feature a tight, smooth weave to help 
prevent scratches and reduce lint. 


